FEBRUARY 2017: MINIATURE MAKE UP

Materials and Supplies:
For compact:
6mm ribbon clamp end crimp, available in the jewelry section of craft supply stores
1- 20mm flat round silver tone sequin
1/6” hole punch
scrap of pink or peach colored paper
cotton ball
toothpick
Black permanent marker
For mascara:
Interdental Brush and Toothpick, cheap plastic version, available at discount and drug stores
black and pink craft paint
General supplies:
pliers, ruler, pencil, scissors, Tacky glue, paint brush

Instructions:
Compact
1.

2.

Using pliers, open up one side of the ribbon clamp crimp end until it is at a 45 degree angle to create the
illusion of an open metal compact. Use the flat silver tone sequin to create the compact mirror by cutting a
square this is approximately ¼”. Put a drop of Tacky glue on the interior of the top of the compact and glue
the mirror in place. See illustrations 1 and 2.
3.

4.

Punch a 1/16” circle from your scrap of pink or peach colored paper. Use a toothpick to apply glue to the
circle and glue it into the base of the compact leaving a space near the front for a brush. See illustration 3.
Use the black marker and color the tip of your toothpick. Apply a tiny amount of glue to the very tip. See
illustration 4. Pull a scant strip of cotton off of the cotton ball. Attach the end of the cotton to the glue on the
tip of the toothpick. Twirl the toothpick while wrapping the cotton onto it. Press the cotton tight to the tip of
the toothpick. If there is excess bulk to the cotton trim it away with your scissor. Cut the toothpick to
approximately 3/16” so that it will fit in the compact case. Sand the end if needed and then touch up the cut
end with the black marker. Use a toothpick to apply glue to the brush and place it in the case below the
makeup.

Mascara
5.

6.

Paint the Interdental Brush and Toothpick with the pink paint except for the brush end. See illustration 5.
Once the paint is dry, paint the brush end black. See illustration 6.
7.

Use a scissors to cut the Interdental Brush and Toothpick into three parts to create the brush and barrel of
your mascara as pictured in illustration 7. Discard the tooth pick end. Touch up the cut ends of the brush and
barrel you’ve created.

